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there to destroy his vehicle. By doing this he was able to into the security of the defended perimeter of the outpost,
lead the remaining five Warriors behind him towards thus denying it to the enemy. Only at this stage did
safety. Beharry pull the fire extinguisher handles, immobilising
As the smoke in his driver’s tunnel cleared, he was just the engine of the vehicle, dismounted and then moved
able to make out the shape of another rocket- propelled himself into the relative safety of the back of another
grenade in flight heading directly towards him. He pulled Warrior. Once inside Beharry collapsed from the sheer
the heavy armoured hatch down with one hand, whilst physical and mental exhaustion of his eVorts and was
still controlling his vehicle with the other. However, the subsequently himself evacuated.
overpressure from the explosion of the rocket wrenched

Having returned to duty following medical treatment, onthe hatch out of his grip, and the flames and force of the
the 11th June 2004 Beharry’s Warrior was part of a quickblast passed directly over him, down the driver’s tunnel,
reaction force tasked to attempt to cut oV a mortar teamfurther wounding the semi-conscious gunner in the turret.
that had attacked a Coalition Force base in Al Amarah.The impact of this rocket destroyed Beharry’s armoured
As the lead vehicle of the platoon he was moving rapidlyperiscope, so he was forced to drive the vehicle through
through the dark city streets towards the suspected firingthe remainder of the ambushed route, some 1,500 metres
point, when his vehicle was ambushed by the enemy fromlong, with his hatch opened up and his head exposed to
a series of rooftop positions. During this initial heavyenemy fire, all the time with no communications with any
weight of enemy fire, a rocket-propelled grenadeother vehicle. During this long surge through the

ambushes the vehicle was again struck by rocket- detonated on the vehicle’s frontal armour, just six inches
propelled grenades and small arms fire. While his head from Beharry’s head, resulting in a serious head injury.
remained out of the hatch, to enable him to see the route Other rockets struck the turret and sides of the vehicle,
ahead, he was directly exposed to much of this fire, and incapacitating his commander and injuring several of
was himself hit by a 7.62mm bullet, which penetrated his the crew.
helmet and remained lodged on its inner surface.

With the blood from his head injury obscuring his vision,Despite this harrowing weight of incoming fire Beharry
Beharry managed to continue to control his vehicle, andcontinued to push through the extended ambush, still
forcefully reversed the Warrior out of the ambush area.leading his platoon until he broke clean. He then visually
The vehicle continued to move until it struck the wall ofidentified another Warrior from his company and
a nearby building and came to rest. Beharry then lostfollowed it through the streets of Al Amarah to the
consciousness as a result of his wounds. By moving theoutside of the Cimic House outpost, which was receiving
vehicle out of the enemy’s chosen killing area he enabledsmall arms fire from the surrounding area. Once he had

brought his vehicle to a halt outside, without thought for otherWarrior crews to be able to extract his crew fromhis
his own personal safety, he climbed onto the turret of the vehicle, with a greatly reduced risk from incoming fire.
still-burning vehicle and, seemingly oblivious to the Despite receiving a serious head injury, which later saw
incoming enemy small arms fire, manhandled his him being listed as very seriously injured and in a coma
wounded platoon commander out of the turret, oV the for some time, his level-headed actions in the face of
vehicle and to the safety of a nearby Warrior. He then heavy and accurate enemy fire at short range again almost
returned once again to his vehicle and again mounted the certainly saved the lives of his crew and provided the
exposed turret to lift out the vehicle’s gunner and move conditions for their safe evacuation to medical treatment.
him to a position of safety. Exposing himself yet again to

Beharry displayed repeated extreme gallantry andenemy fire he returned to the rear of the burning vehicle
unquestioned valour, despite intense direct attacks,to lead the disorientated and shocked dismounts and
personal injury and damage to his vehicle in the face ofcasualties to safety. Remounting his burning vehicle for

the third time, he drove it through a complex chicane and relentless enemy action.
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